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SUMMARY - 
The vortex theory as prcsehted by the author in ear- 
lier papers has been extended to permit the solution of 
: the following problems: .L .- 
(1) The investigation of the relation between thrust 
'and torque distribution and energy loss as 
given.bg the induction of helical vortex- .._ 
. . sheets and by the parasite drag; 
_. 
. 
(2) The checking of the thdortim of Bctz of the rigidly 
behaving helical vortex shoct of mini-mum in- 
duccd energy loss; --. --. 
: (3) The cxtonsion of the' theory of the screw propcl- 
lor of minimum energy loss for the inclusion 
of parasito-drag distribution along the blades. .- 
A simple system of diagrams has been dovcloped -to 
systematize the design of nirplano propcllcrs for a wJfdc 
rnnge'of practical application. Several typical &iagrams 
are presented to-illustrate the method. 
. = 
INTRODUCTION .- -' 
In earlier papers (rofcrcnccs 1 nnd'2), the author 
presented a theory that followed tho conception preaentcd ._ 
-by Bctz and Prandtl in 1919 (rsforence 3) of the helical 
vortox sheets left behind by the trnilin;; edges of tho 
propeller blades. --, . -- 
The relation between tho thrust and the torque dis- ..-- 
tribution and energy loss have 
&.. .--_ 
been given in a somewhat --_ 
new and more precise form by rational suporpOSftiOn of the--F -- 
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. . . 
influence of potential flow and of fri-ction. The theory 
of aetz was proved more rigorously by oxtcnding a mathod 
of proof used by Pllchs (roforcncc 4) for the strnight- 
moving airfoil to tho rotating airfoil. 
A new thoorcm for the screw propoller of induced and 
parasite drag cncrgy loss can be stated by a very simple 
formula giving tho induced inflow angle change of mitimum 
total rosistcnce (or anorgy loss) as affected by an.nrbi- 
trory distribution of pnrnsitc drag along the blade. 
A nothod of computing the induction of rigid or non- 
rigid vortex shocts cntiroly differont from tho method of 
Goldstein has boon followed. The rosults of this method, 
as far as thoy correspond t-c-rigid sheets and no parasite 
drag, shall be compared with the results of Goldstein (ref- 
orcnco 5). In ordor to derive a system of tables and 
curves for the range of engine powers, speeds, air densi- 
ties, and relative inflow for the design of airplane pro- 
pellers, a great amount of work is necessary and all the 
charts have not been complotod. It was necosaary MC- 
volop the circulation function upon which all the blade 
dimensions dopend into a powor sorios along the blados# 
satisfying certain boundary conditions at the tip and the 
root. Tho values of the constants were determined bg‘mak- 
ing a minimum the mean square of the deviation from the 
'prescribed inflow angle change of minimum t.otal energy loss. 
Such a mean square can bo defined in difforont ways, whioh 
aither emphasize the correctness near the tip or near the 
root. 
c 
.- 
c 
About 200 tabulation sheets and 86 diagrams have bcon 
propcrcd, embracing tip speod-advance ratios -from 1 to 5 
and blndc numbers from 2 to 4. Thcso diagrams allow im- 
modiato application for the ratios 3 to 5 but, for the 
ratios 1 and 2 giving high flight velocity, moro accurate 
vclucs of tho Bessel functions appearing in tho integrals 
will have to bo determined for the middle part of tho 
blndos. Twenty-six of the diagrams are roproducod as eam- 
pie sheets in this paper. 
- 
The work was carried out at Armour Institute of Tcch- 
nology with tho financial assistonco of tho'Nationa1 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. . 
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. XOTATIOH .- 
Qs torque actirrg 0?1 propeller either directly or 
through a gear from the engine. .- 
TI!, thrust of propeller. - 
2, t.,,i~E2 of e'nergy ((Jw- 339). - 
. US radial velocity. a -. 
/p 
W¶ angular velocity of propeller t ) 
Zn. 
60 
n, propcllcr speed, revolutions per minute. -- 
w ) axial velocity of air relative to plane of rota- z 
tion of propcllcr. . ..I 
v, resultant inflow velocity (J/v2 + Usrs) . 
v*, induced vslocity. _~.. -- 
rr radius of blade cloacnt. -- 
ras radius of blade ti-p. A. - . - - 
PJ3 density of medi.um (air) in which propcllar is 
vrorkfng. ..- .- _ -- .- 
C, blade width. 
1, nun;ber of blades. I.. -- - _ -..- 
-- PI dimcnsionlcss radial abscissa or reciprocal 
advance per unit of circumfcrcnticl travel. 
aa angle with plane of rotation of undisturbed 
relative resultant inflow (cotari-i p; p= cd% u). . 
CL* lift coefficient. 
. 
CD* parasite-drag coeffic.ient. 
cQ* torque soefficient c 1 
!&!f. -2 
w5 - .----, 
C 82 s thrust coefficient /Tw2) &iz 1' 
-- 
; 
.- 
4 
l 
cE ’ 
ZS 
r, 
r*, 
6, 
1, 
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energy-loss coefficient . EuJ2 ( > p l 
axial coordinate. 
circulation. 
circulation coefficient 
angle of parasite drag (6 = cotan-r CL/CD). 
change ofangle a of undisturbed inflow pro- 
duced by the induction of the helical vortex 
sheets. 
FUNDAMENTAL PBOPOS-ITIONS 
t 
(1) 
A dimensionless radial number 
P =-w r/w 
According to figure 1: 
L Y 
dL = CL p y" dA 
2 
dD = CD p y dA 
(2) 
(3) 
E =Qw-Tw (4-J - 
Considering (figs. 1 and 2) that the resultant ele- 
mentary lift dL acting on the eleme.ntary area dA = bdr . 
of a blade is perpendicular to the incidence line of. the 
flow as it is changed by the induced angle 1 and the 
drag angle 6, the thrust, the torque, and the energy 
loss can be expressed by the following integrals: 
ra 
Q= t r dL sin (CL.+ 1 + 6) r- (5) : 0 . . 
r 
ra T= t bE cos (a + I + 6) (6) , 
'... 0 
ra 
E= 1 dL ki sin (I + 6) (da) 
sin cc 
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. 
For the 'sections used in propcllor design and for tho 
practical aaglos of attack botwccn tho direction of no 
lift and the relative inflow dircct%on, the an&e of parn- 
sito drag changes slowly going from tho,maximum rtnglcs 
usod toward tho zero az~glc of attack birt incroascs rcpldiy 
in tho othor direction toward tho angle of maximum lift. 
Tho lift dL,:thct the dir current sxoyts on a blade 
clement cdr shall bo expressed by tho circulation r 
produced by tho holicnl vortox shcots originating at tho 
trailin< odgos of all the blades in the following nnnnor: 
Bquation,(2) .b ocomcs in this cc&e 
2 
-- 
- 
--. .-~ ._ 
dL = CL 5 V2 cdr - (2a) 
where 
V2 = w2r2 + ~2 = w2 (9 + 1) z y2 (1 + cot2,) = w2 oin2a (7) _ .- 
and where, following Wieselsberger*s relation, the lift 
coefficient CL shall be split in the ideal (friction-- 
less) -part and the Co:luction:caused by the parasite dreg. 
2 
This simple superposition bf the two effects of potential --* 
flow and of friction has beea prcved to b6 stifficiontly 
accurate and vorg usoful by oxperionco and practice. Put 
cL = CL,o (1 e. kS) 03) 
with the experimental constant k having a value of about 
1.5. -.: ---:A 
Those relations must now be conpzrod with thq Kuttn- 
Joukowski-Prandtl relation between circulation T- and iimf%e--- 
whore dL, is tho l!idcalII lf'ft clement: that, is, tho lift 
olomcnt for an airfoil without pcrasitc dreg.. - IT .~- _. 
Comparing now equations (20), (8), and (9), obtain 
6L,o c v-= 2 r 
.- - -~ 
------ . .._ 
&d 1 II.. 2 
dL = BI'V dr (1 - k6) = p (10) ---- 
2 ~~ 
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.Introducing thon a dinonsionlcss cfrculation cocf- 
ficient by putting . -. c 
r = r* w2 WZ 
rcnonbcring that, from oquntion (l), 
(11) I 
sin a = 
J&- 
s co8 a = 
a J&- 2 
and toking fntu account that J?* and i-l-6 aro snail 
qunntitios of which products and power only up to tho 
second power noed be rotainod, 
relations (51, (6), and (4c.) 
it is poasiblc to vrito the 
in dinonsfonless forn, cs 
follovs: 
Dimensionless force and energy coefficients may-fir-et 
be introduced: 
02) 
03) 
(14) 
Then the relations (5), (61, clnd (43) appear in the fol- 
lowing pure-number cxprossions: 
r 
Pa 
CQ = dpp I'* cl.+ p(i + S) -j(l F kS) 
P 
-f 
a 
cx = dp r* (i 6)(1 + p2)(l. - k6) 
+ 
pi 
( 5d 
c 
s-- 
(sn). 
(4b) 
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In refcrenccs 1 znd 2,.throc importst:t problems .of -.- 
tho vortex-shoct theory of the.propeller aro stated: -- __ _- 
nnmoly, , 
(c) To dotcrr-line the distribut:on of induced-angle -. -- .~ 
chhngos i of thc.inflow nlorig the blade 
rodii produced by given distribtitions of cir-' 
-.- 
-.. _- 
culatlon cocfficicnt r* (or vortex-dis*tri- 
. . - 
.T 
3r;tion coefficient dP/dp) l 
--- 
(b) To dotcrninc the dLstribution of circulation co- 
efficient r* following fron a given distri- 
Sution of blcdo width, blade section, a?nd : 
blade-snglo setting. ..-. ___ 
"' (c) To d c ermine those distr9bktioss of circulation t 
coefficient r* 
Pa = c'dr,?/w 
ar=d tip radial nunbers 
that give the nininun oner.gy-loss. .I 
coefficient CE if tl?o value oithcr of tho 
torquo cocfficicnt CQ or of the thrust cocf- .- - 
ficicnt CT is prescribed. --. : - L 
IX roforencos 1 nad 2, ncthods hnvo boon indicated to 1 
salve thcsc prablczs. F!:is paFor shall consider ohly _prob- 
lens (a) and (c.). It shell' 'Luring a now. proof 'and an cxton" 
_- 
sion of the Bctz thooroa of the rigid vortex sheet and shall 
work out one of the indicated methods as described in de- - L ' 
tail ii1 the following sections. .-I .:= 
IHIKGOV AIJGLE CHANGE IUDUCTIOIT i TO-5 KI1TIMUid E1TZIIGY LOSS 
'Boforo .thc discussion proper, 2 rczark shall bc - 
ir potcztizl theory an:? 
. . . . . ..- -. .- 
nnde about a reciprocal thoorcn .- - 
its application on the doterninntion of distributione of . 
ni2inu.n induced resistance. 
2. Fuchs tins proved, by norms of this reciprocal 
thooroz, M. Munk's thooron of the elliptic distribution of 
circulation and of the rigidly noving vortex shoct for sir- 
foils in translation and has suggested that it Q~SO sfght 
bo applied to the problcn of nirfoils rotnting in r? Felr,t$vc 
air current end, in this wn;?, the induced rosistanccor .1 
energy loss of the rigid hclicnl vortex $bcct invost$gatcd. 
(See rcfcrczcc 4.) 
_._- 
The following discussion shows that the rociprocnl - .._ 
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theorem leads to the result that the generalization of 
Munkfs theorem to the heLica1 vortex sheet is-justified 
up to small quantitfea of the second order and can even 
be further generalized to include the parasite drag.' 
The reciprocal theorem (due to Gauss) will first be 
given in the language of potential theory and then trans- 
lated into the language of hydrodynamics. 
Given a closed surface A and two potential func- 
tions q1 and cp2 continuous with continuous derfvatives, 
the reciprocal theorem of Gauss can then be pronounced in 
the form 
(15) 
where the derivatives are to be taken in respect to the 
normal of the surface taken everywhere to the inside (or 
everywhere to the outside). 
If now (fig. 2) this surface.is given by two of the 
helical vortex sheets, two plane secti-ens parallel to the 
plane of rotation and a cyltndrical surface coaxial to .the 
axis of rotation at a s.ufficiently great distance from it, 
then only the derivatives at the vortex sheets give a con- 
tribution to the integral,because: By the supposition of 
helicaLsymmetry, the terms of the two sectfonal planes 
cancel each other; the terms on the remote cylindrical 6ur- 
face disappear, decreasing more quickly than the recipro- 
cal. square of the radial distance; and the terms on the 
helical surfaces also cancel each other because, on account 
of helical symmetry, the potentials are equal and the de- 
rivatives are of opposite sign OR acc.ount of the deffnktlon 
of the positive sign of the normal. 
Observing then that 
dA =. dz dr 1 
w 
= dz dr J 1 + pa 
-- 
and that 
tha?/ia," 
is the velocity induced by the vortex 
sheet, , (see fig. 1) 
29 
an t v* = iv = iw J-i-q 
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I 
the reciprocal theorem can be written for this special 
case in the form.. 
I 
*i $ r*l 52 (1 + ps)dp =Jr*s i,(l + p’)dp (15e) -- r 
' . the integral. take,n only over the dfscontinuitios of one 
helical discontinhity,(or vortex) sheet. 
s. 
Comgnring with (4b) and assuming for a moment the 
parasite-drag.angle 6 = 0, this reiation gives b Fccj_p--- ' '-L 
roccl thcorom for the energy loss corresponding to one 
kind of circulation function rl (or I'*, 
_ _ _ _ _ - 
writton dimon- 
sionless) and it6 corresponding flow deviation i, and 
I another kind of circulation rz (r*d and its corrcspond- ing flow deviation is: namely, L .- . . ..L 
/ 
I 
I 
%,1,2 = C&2,1 (15b) 
The idea of-the proof of Fuchs is to ColIsidcr first the 
energy loss produced by the difference of two circulction- 
deviation distribution6 r*l, i,, r*s, i$: nc?mely, 
.- 
CE,1-2 =$dp(,r*, - lW.c)(L1 - d&(1 + P’) 
= %,l + CE,2 -jdp(r*& + I?@&(1 + P2) -- . . 
m--d ) according to (15a), -- 
C E,l-2 = %,l + %,2 - 2 Jdp(l + p”) Fail 
- 
; 
You for c. rigid helical sheet, A being an unknown con- 
stant, -- and the ~aducbd angle 
i 
the induced velocity F*r 
r would tc -. - . --- .._I - . _ -- --i-- * ~ I - ---: .- 
V*r - = ir =A p - 
v 1 + pa 
(16) 
, b'ssumin~; i,. T i, an& inserting this vclus into the Las-t equation of the onorgy loss produced by the difforoncos, 
..- 
obtain T -- :- * 
C&l-2 = C&l + C-l&2 - 2VdPP pa (17) _ --_ .=- 
b . As either the value of torquo Q or of thrust T must 
be prescribed (which one does aot nakc any differonce), 
Drescribe the torque of t!:e engine according.to (5a) .znd, 
intcrostod for the moncnt only in the encrGy loss by the - 
'. induced rcsistnncc but not by drag, 
: - 
the condition of kcep- 
bng tho torque constant is: z 
I 
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Pa Pa. CQ = dpp I?,(1 +p’i J = r dpp r*2(1 + pi,) . 
-Pi . 
and, if again f.or .il tha value appartaining to tho rigid 
vortex sheet is tntroducad, then: 
fdpp I?*, .l + h ( 
P2 
> = l+p"' 
fdpp 1’*2(1 + pi,) 
or 
Af +P I'*z = A Sdpp I'*kl + hfdpp' r*r hp -r*2i 
1 + pa > 2 
= CEJ + hf dpp' I-*l AP 
1 + ps 
- r*2 .i, 
> 
Inserting this oxprassion in (17), this equation loads to 
%,2 = $,-l-2 + CE,l + 2?,fdpp'(r*r$ - r*s b) CL81 
Bow the last integral is a s;lnll quantity of tha third 
ordar, if IT*, i, and h arc all of tho first ordar of 
small quantities, and thcrafora 
%,2 = GE,1 + CE,l-2 (Isa) 
and Betzjs generalization of Munkls thoorcm, to attain the 
minlmum induced ancrgy lass for a given torque or a given 
thrust, is provad to be correct by the mothod of Fuchs. 
394s significance of (l'8a) results from the fact that 
tho energy loss %,l-2 must be poeitivo and thcrcforo 
Cl&l must--be smallor than any othar possible loss %,2 
of enargg. 
In order now to extend the minimum condition to tha , .- 
total-enargy loss includfna the parasite dreg gfvon by tha 
drag angle 6, if either torque or thrust of the prapol- 
ler (also including the offoct of tha drag) is prascribod, 
c 
the cnargy loss corresponding to the difference of two 
circulation functions r*l, r*2 and to the diffaranca of 
N.A.C.A. Technical Note No. 750 11 
the corresponding deviation angles i must be expressed 
in the general farm.,c.ontaining the drag angle 6. ._ ..__ 
This expression-is given by 
CE,1-2 = jdp(l + P~)(I?*~ - I'*,) [fl + 6 '-. (J2 + 8)}(1 - k6) _._._- 
= cE,1+CE,2- fdp(l+p2) p$i2+6)+ r*&,+8)] (l-k6) 
Xow the pGtentia1 part of the flow satisfies again the can- 
dition (35s) 
fdp,(l + d2)r*1 f2 = Jdp(1 + ps)r*s ir .- 
Therefore, neglecting small quantities of the third order 
like r*i6 _ --.. against the quantities of the s.econd order -- 
like r*i', or r*6: . --- 
'. -.- 
Putting then - 
. 6 1,+y h--J---- 
.1+p2 
(Isa) -- -- 
the last equation becomes 
%,l-2 = GE,,+ CE,2-2hfdpp r*s - fdp(l + P2) I?*16 (lsb) - 
The third term on the right-hand side can now be trans- 
formed.by the condition of prescribed torque, according 
to (5a): 
.- 
- 
CQ = fdPP r*l. [ 1 :’ P (A 1 +pp2 + g)p - k6) 
= bpp rYIa -1 +‘p (1, + s)] (1 - k6) 
- 
--- 7 _I 
_-- 
This equation, if small quantitios of higher ardor than 
'the second are again neglected, furnishes: - 
2 hfdpp r*2 = 2 hfdpp I'*,. 
On the other hand, 
. 
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2%,1 = ZJ. dp r*,(i + p2) AL*: 
1 -k p2 z- > 
= 2hfdpp lYL + 2f dp r*,(1 + p2) $ 
Putting this cxprcssion.into (18b), there arises finnlly 
aguin the result 
%,2 = %,l + %,l-2 08d 
which result signifios an extension of Batzts theorem from 
ideal propcllcrsto the actual propeller having paraeita 
drag es fallows: 
Tho propcller.af minimum lose of enargy, if toraua 
or thrust is prcscribcd, must leave behind its 
trnilinp blade adacs vortex-sheets thct wiil pro- 
duco pcrpandiculnr to then induced inflow-angle 
changes (i) aau=ll to-tho difforcncc between the 
inflow-angle chanacs h P of r&id helical 
1 -t- p2 
surfnccs and the half-of the- ant?las 6 of Pnrn- 
site drag of-the blade scctians. 
In this theorem, tha factor h remains fndctorminata 
until the relation bctwccn the circulation r* and the 
induced angle dcviction i (or induced velocity V* = iv) 
has been dcvoloped; whereas the dreg angle 6, although 
nut varyirrg much for the most important rengc of angles of 
attack, nust bo chosen from axparincnt according to the 
shape nnd the snaothnoss of each sactian of the blade. 
DETERMINATION OF DISTRIBUTION OF CIRCULATION 
(THRUST AHD TORQUE) 
In order to apply tho rosults arrived.at in the faro- 
going pages, it is necessary to answar tha question: 
Which circulation distribution r+ would be necessary to 
produce a desired induced change i of inflow angle? 
This question has not be .answorcd directly until now, 
cxcapt for the inflow onglo change of the rigid vortex 
sheet by S. Goldstein (reference 5), but the inverse prob- 
. . 
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lem, to determine i from an arbitrarily given circula- 
tion r*, is in principle solved by the Biot-Savart in- 
\ tegral. . _ 
In references 1 and.2, there has been derived for 
this purpose a formula different from the Biot-Savart 
integral, which avoids tho threeidimensional space into- 
grations and the inconveniences of apparent singularitios 
in the Biot-Savart solution and gives the_resultant in- 
duced angle change i .as the sum of three terms. 
Tho first torm, which is independent of the number 
of blades (that is, for an infinite number of infinitely' 
small blades), signifies the mean value of i on each 
arc between each pair of 1 blades and can be called the 
self-induction is ,of the circulation at a blade -joint , 
on this point. 
The second term represents the,effect ii of the 
circulation existing on the radius inside of a point, on 
thrs point, using an infinite series of integrals contain- -- - 
ing the circulation distribution i.n this interval and de- 
pendent on the number of blades. - . -- 1. -i 
The third term in an analogous manner represents the 
effect i, on this point of the circulation existing on .- --d 
the -part of the radius outside of %t. - -- ---- ._ 
Introducing the Bessel functions of imaginary argu- 
ment of the first and second kinds InI (nip) and Knl (nip) 
written in Matson's notation as real functions and writing 
for abbreviation 
nl = m, Inl(nZp) 3 Im", Knl(n1.P) z Kp 
the formula may be written: . _ 
This formula covers the CQS.C where the induced velocities 
v* or the angles i remain finite at the axis and at - 
infinite radial dfstanco. - _--. ._ _ - 
Anyhow it may be useful for applications to give also 
the formula for the case where a hub body, as in figure 
14- 
I 
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(2a) makes the radial velocity u zero for, r = ri, that 
fs I for p = pi. 
In equations (4), (7), and (9) of ref.erence 1, the 
two integratfon constants f,(l) and fn(s) have to be 
determined for the assumption of a hub body, so that: 
(a) for it is required that 
J,=+~;w = 0, 
Jo) + I#) = 0, 
&d + w(l) = 0, and this 
relation is again accomplished by putting 
f/J = - 
f 
PR . 
Km([) d(tF) 
* Pi 
(b) for p = piI it is required that Jo) +-Jl)= 0, 
v(o) + -v(l) finite, w(O) + w(r) finite and 
this expression brings with it 
l 
, 
These conditions change formula (20) into 
i(p) - 
provided' that conditions (21) are observed for the choice 
of the function I’*. 
This fact would imply that, for every change of-hub 
diameter (change of Pi)' another function I'* would have 
to be employed. Yet, if pi is sufficiently small in re- 
lation to pa and if only F* and dlY’*/dp are suffi- 
ciently small at the point pi, then conditions (21) can 
be neglected in vfew of the fact that, on account of the 
fillets between the hub spinner-and the blade, conditions 
(21) are actually only approximately valid. 
If now the problem is advanced to design the 1 
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blaacs with such widths, cross sections, and englo posi- 
tions thati for a given speed of the airplane w (cor- 
rcctcd for the influence of hull), an angular velocity of 
the shaft .w (speed of the engine), and a given torque 
Qt thrust is a maximum or, srhnt is the same, -the energy‘ 
loss is a minimum, then the distribution of circulation 
r* must be chosen according to the law (16a) for the in- 
flov angle deviation i previously derived: namely, 
i =A p -$ 
1 + p2 (=d -.-~ --_ 
where the 6’S are the drag angles of the cross sections 
of the blade, generally increasing with thickncbs, that is, -.: 
from the tip to the root of the blade; and h iis a con- 
stant to be determined to give the rcquircd torquo Q ac- 
cording to (5a). -- -. . ..-. 
- 
,---- .-- __ --- I _-. ._-_ 
mm 
The relation.(l6a) must then be introduced into (2Oa) 
so that the following dotermining equation for I'* arises: --- .- 
f 
P 
r* z 4’rrp 
( 
AA - a> + 2c x,(p) 
1 + p2 t .r 
Im( l)d(E F) 
l . 
- 
pi - .- 
PS . . 
+ Im(P) r 
J 
Km{ f)d([. 53321: 
_I - .._ .I- 
P .-. -.-.A __.. - 
This equation looks like a nonhomogeneous integral equation 
of tho second kind for the SPCC~CL~ CC.SC ighero; undor'the 
.- . 
-- 
integral, the function to bo dctcrmin-cd appoarsVas‘ Fb--deriv--- 
r-t ivc . -- Trying to diffcrentintc this equation in such a -z ----- ---. -. _ manner that the left-hand sido is transformed into 
;I / 2p#c, ..L - -. u u I 
G 
\ 
Pap/ 
and then introducing this expression as a new .-- ----- .-; 
function y to arrive at tho customary form of the intc- 
gral.equation, one fin;sthat, following a proporty of.thc 
Bessel function, the sorios splits into two ai-:or.cn%t 1 I. I.. 
sorics. It has booz proved, however; that tha scr % os is 
convergent be-fore Chis:trnnsformation, so that this trans. 
formation dots not lead to c. useful meth.:d. It shows only 
that the induced velocity or inflow-nnglo change i can -- .-. L 
bo dotcrminod as a summation of the vortex-distribution 
- 
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dWdP but not as Ithe summation of tho cffocts of the cir- a, culation (rv distribution. 
The solution of (22) has boon offoctcd in the follow- 
ing way: Assuming for r* a polynomial sorics in p with, 
at first, arbitrary coofficisnts- but satisfying tho condi- 
tion that each polynomial torm r*P is zero at the innor 
and tho outor boundaries pi and Pa and that the deriva- 
tive dr*/dp is sero at p = pi, it is assumed for the 
special case pi = 0: 
where vp =; pp+’ (pa - p) 
The angle deviations i Produced by this circulation 
function have boen computed by (2Oa), as will be doscr-ibod 
in detail, in tho form 
+ 
i = 
p=PI 
C BP ip (23&d 
p=o -- / 
whore the ipts arc now known as functions of p and pa* 
Comparing now (16a) and (23a), the constants are to 
be determined by tho equation -.- 
p-co 
c Apip=h 
( 
P 6 -- 
p=o 1+p= 2 > Pa’P>Pi 
._-. -..L 
.+ 
(24) 
with the condition f-or prcscribod t-org:uo 
r pa c C& = d.ppC (AP r*,) X " .+c 1+pa 2 (l-k&) (5b) ’ Pi 
This integral is easily calculated as soon as the function 
6 is prescribed and gfvos the value of the constant h, 
In order to-find the host reprcsentatioq of tho right 
sido of (24) for a limited number of terms p, tho mean 
square of the deviation from the idoal function, that is, 
from tho right side of (24), shall be made a-minimum in 
such a wsy that to the doVintions from their true values 
iS allotted groator weight toward tho tip of the bledo, 
increasing with the area covorod in rotation. 
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, This method furnishes the following condition for the . coefficients AP I, s . _ -,; .- 
. pa 
dPP 
Jr1 [ 
yj P :- $ - p;p1 
2 
= minimum 
1 + p2 p=‘o 
hp i,(p) 
I 
. 
The differentiations in respe.c-t to each of all-the coeffi- 
cients % gives the following set of equations for the Ap's: . --- 
P'Pi r Pa s Pa c 43 A'i dpp in(p) ‘i-p(p) = h dpp2 in(pY. p=o pi 1 -I- p2 
1 pi mm 
2 s 
a dpp s(p) in(p) 
'. Pi 
.- .: - __ 
(24aJ -= 
, 
-2 
In eaohof these equations appears one angle in. The num- 
ber of these equations is equal to 'the number pi cf pol$---- - 
nomials r* P chosen to design the blade because a runs - - 
from n=O to n=pi. 
The functions ip and in found by (20a) and (24a) 
express all the constants Ap by the constant h. The‘--- 
constant h must then bo. determined by means of the prc- 
scribed Value Of the tOrqU8 coefficient CQ, that is, by 
introducing the Ap, h relations from (24a) into (5b), 
which then becomes .a quadratic equatiqn for h. Of the two ~ m-L 
roots of t4is equation, only the small and poSi.riVe one has 
a physical meaning. __ -.--- 
- 
CALCULATION OF ABGLES iP IXDUCED BY -_. : 
TZE CIBCULATION TEFMS pP - 
For the procedure described, it is necessary to com- 
pute.the functions ip(P) by means of (2Oa). As the 
- .-A 
Bessel functions of imaginary argument I,l(n!p) m Im and “ 
Knt(ntp) s Km arc*not tabulated as far 'as they are need-ed 
hero, ait had already been suggested by the author (refer- 
ences 1 and 2) that the asymptotic expressions of Bicholson 
(referonce 6) bo used. For the purposo of this problem, 1 
the first terms of these cxprcssfon.s are sufficiently ac- 
.- 
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curate down to a vtiluo of. a radial distance number p = 
0.6; which, for nl = 2, gives an error of 2 percent and, 
for the next terms,with nl = 4 and nl = 6, gives 
errors less than 0.1 percent'. In a'supplementary section, 
it is shown how values for points nearer the origin are 
dotermined by the classical power ser'iss of the Bessel 
functions and how tha behavior of-the curves, to be com- 
putod, approaching the origin, is ascortaincd. 
The Nicholson formulas for the Bessel functions- of 
imaginary argument as used in references I and 2 have been 
written as follows: 
Introducing as a now indopendont variable 
then Micholsonls formula can bc written: 
and, introducing tho development (23) for I'*, 
Pp = p ‘+’ (Pa - PI 
; (e t.$L)= tp+l [(p + ;!I2 Pa - (P + 3)2 g ] 
the torn iP corresponding to the contribution of r*p 
can be written (using (25)): 
. 
. 
- 
. 
. r 
, 
r 
I . 
, . , . 
zz 1 
ip $I-+ 
P+l (pa - p) 
E* 1 m u- 1; $a 
( ‘i 
..-.. 'hv 6 e -mv (v- l)--” 
+Jgxiy u+1 , p" 
lT1 
- [ 
p (p-t 2f Pa - (p -t- 37 J=-i 
11 -- 
, (v+l). B 
A- 
!: ! 
i 
I 
1 
I 61, i 
‘ill 
I’ I,” Ii I 
I 
ii 
I I 
l I 
VW 
i 
,I 
I i, 
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In expression (20b). there appear--four intagrals. 
Each of tho intogrands has been computed for the values 
of m = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 and for values of p = 0, 1, 
and 2. :- '. 
The calculation showod, as is to be seen,.in figures 
3, 4, and 5, that tho intcgra-rids- increased so rapidly 
with the abscissa v for Im and va - v for Km that 
it was nocossaryto ch,angc tho scale very often in plot- 
ting them along the abscissa, 
This change was particularly noscss,zry i-n order to 
bo .?blc. tddraw the integral.curves, that is, in order to 
detorminc the areas for a sufficiently great numbor of- 
abscissa vnluos elJ3-z or v= &-Q-‘T. 
Each of tho integrals in (20b) WCS rcprcsoztod by 
two curves corrospondintzto the twotorms under the intc- 
grnl signs in (20b) from vhicn the difforont curves rc- 
sultcd; .- 
. 
. 
--- 
* 
. A 
In this way for the induct-ion from the inside, the 
setsof curves for the different tip radii numbers 
ua = 2, 3, 4, and 5 in figures 6 and 7 and, for the fn- 
duction from the outside, the sets of curves in figures 
8 and 9 were drawn for the different tip radii numbers 
uam the different orders in p, and the different orders 
in m. 
For the induction at each one of the points u = @-= 
betwaon u= .I and u = ua, the integral as w-e11 as 
from the .outsidc as from the inside had to be multiplied 
by tho value of Km(p) and '+I~ j S;~~~~cti~~ly, at the 
point considered, as equation 
, 
. 
This task was rather laborious by tabulation as well 
as by drawing, but nothing simpler could bo found. 
Having then determined tho angle iaflow induction 
from inside and outside for a certain tip radius number iP 
u, =&p-T-T and a number of points botwocn u = 1 (p = 0) 
and uat both inductions were superposed in figures 10 to 
16 so that a graphical picture of the total induction for 
every p and for every m was gained. . 
. 
Finally, for oath p sepnrateiy but for all the 
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values of m that have been computed, the induction curves 
have been a&d&d and a remainder of the m series has been 
added by utilizing the fact proved elsewhere that the con- 
vergence of the series in m approaches the series .___ 
cf. with sufficient approximation. 
m2 ..- 
Thcso resulting curves are shown in figures 17 to 24. 
All t&so curves do not contafn the first term of "self" -. 
induction on the right side of (20b), which is, vory : 
simply, to be calculated and added to the sdistsnt" induc- 
tion curves. L 
It may be remnrkcd hcrc that, for reasons of boing 
able to compute (20b) graphically, the functions chosen 
in (23) have no .verticol tnngont at the pain5 p = -pa;. as 
is tho case for elliptical distribution., 
Such a proposition would have mado d&dFj-;;: .-----l 
.- 
fFnit0. Pet the inclination of the tangent to the curve 
r* con ,bo made as groat as desired by even a singleterm : 
of (23) Lf the condition of minimum cnorgy loss would dc- 
mend it. 
Zor the following computation; t-tie blados (1 = 2) . _..-- 
have been assumed but, in the future'computat~o~XaYy - 
of the integrals can bo used for othor biado numbers as ; 
only the order number m = n\ (n = 1, 2, 3 . . .) is do- 1 
cisive. - - 
In roforcncos 1 and 2, it has boon shown that the 
convorgcnce of the scrios in (20b) is of the character 
m-a but it remains to be investigated how the' right side 
of (20b) bchavesfor very snail values of "p -because -of .- 
the infinite value of tho Bessel functions K of the sec- 
ond kind for np = 0 and because the approximate re-pre- 
scntntions of Nicholson for not too small values of the - ---? 
argument "P = nip, have been used. ------YTT+ 
For small values of np, the two 'Bessel functions 
of imaginary argument can bo written. -.-,-. 
m -. 
h(nt) = +j-(!$-) 
- 
L 
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The terms used for 'tho,power series- for I"* = C Ap r*p 
are: 
r*p = Pp+Vp, - F) 
giving for the terms under the integrals in (20) 
L$ (g!$El)= &$p+Q(p + 2Y pa - ‘ip + 3j2 El 
. The first integral in (20), if it is to be computed 
only for a very small upper limit p, is then written: 
Evaluating this expressian and multiplying by Km/2v* the 
result is: 
$ [pImd(i~)=~[(P+2)a p+4?a,,- (P+ 3j2 ,+;+,](a) 
'o 
This equation proves that the curve showing the induction 
of inflow-angle change i by the 
point considered starts from zero 
gle tangent 
tan qJ0 = & 
[ 
papp (P+l)(P+2)2 
p+2+m 
Hence, for all'values of i > 0, 
tangent to the abscissa axis and, 
vortices inside of the 
at P = 0 with the an- 
- P 
p+l (p+2)(~+3F 
p+3+m I 
the induction curve .i.s 
for p = 0, 
Ltan Po)~=~ = Pa 
nm(m + 2) 
The second integral of (20) must also be considered 
in order to judge the trend yf the contribution to the 
angle function i. It may be repeated here 
, 
Now the integral has been computed by means of the asymp- 
totic approximations of Nicholson for all lower limits 
, ._ 
-- - 
. . 
- . 
. . 
. 
. 
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. . 
down to pr = 0.6, Therefore only the additional 
butions from P. to Pl .are considered: namely, 
contri- 
.- 
.- 
m-1 
P =- 
47-rm 
p+2-m 
-p 
p+a-m 
- (p+3J2 p1 
w-J-m p+3-m 
‘P 
p+2-m p+3-m 1 (b) 
$xcluding at first the particular cases p-+2-m=O or 
p +,3.- m = 0 and considering that the iowest value of m 
*is’ 2, one sees,that, in the limit the contrf- 
,,bution is zero and therefore 
p* 0, 
,.a~ the total integral from 
valG Ofpa 
P i.8 finite and has to be multiplied by the zero 
Iml2np9 the induction'curves for the influence 
'of the outside vortices go to zero at p = 0 tangentially 
to the abscissa axis, ,for m > 2, except the particular 
cases. 
The particular cases are: 
for p.= 0; m = 2, m = 3 
for p.= 1; m=4 
for p=2; m=4,m=5 
. Calling the exponent that becomes zero q, the ex- pression to be evaluated is: 
8 
( 
p 1o- _ 9 I.. 
9 p ) = Pi q log Pl - P 
q log p = log fi 
q=o P _ ----- 
Now for the orders p = 0 and p = 2, one has to apin 
the preceding result to the first term inside the brackets 
of (b): whereas, for p=l, the second term gives -the 
particular case. 
- 
- 
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Thorc results 
p=O, n=2 
$.i'p'N,d(b 2)= & [*pa log: - 9(p1. " P)] (bO,2) 
’ P 
log ~ - 25b, - PI (b214) 1 
p=l,' n=4 
Thoso oxprossions show that, for the lower limit p = 0, 
the contributions o.ro zero and therefore, as the contribu- 
tion produced by the vortices at points with larger values 
of P conputed with Nicholson*s formulas are finite in tho 
values proper of the intogrol and zoro after multiplication 
by M2~P s it appoors that the induction of tho outside 
vortices on the root point in the pcrticular costs provious- 
17 conputcd (for p = 0) fs also zero. 
Yot the influence of the logzrithnic tern appearing 
in (II~,~), (b2,9, and (bl,4) cnuscs tho tangent of the 
induction curve to bc ~arpondicular to the abscissa axis 
nt p=o. 
DETERMINATION OF THE CONSTANT h AND OF THE CIRCULATION 
FACTORS FROM THE TORQUN COCFFICIIZMT AND FROM TH9 
IBDUCTION OF MINIMUM LOSS 
The torque coefficient has been exl;reosed by the fnte- 
gral (Sb). This integral shows that, to each series term 
of 
r” = CAP Pp, I'*p = pp+’ (pa - p) (23) 
.- 
. 
. 
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there corresponds a contribution of the torque coefficient 
.- 
of minimum Loss of snergy: _ - -- 
P.5.l 
dPP p+3 (pa.- p) +;P 
I 
(l,k6) (5~) 
The integration leads to (6 is assumed to be constant and 
Yn one place m is neglected against unity): 
%9-g= PC 
P+-l 
1?+3 1 
P+l 
+ Pa, 
l-k6 cp+2) Jp+3j 
PCs 
+ Pa. 
1 
(p+4)(p+5) 
1 
- paP+5 (pe4)(p+5) 1 
r Pet +I4 -. appJJ l-i-c2 
JO 
t 
+ Pa 
p+a ,6 _ -~ 
2(p+-5J(p+6) 
As the terms for r*p have beon used only for the num- 
bers, p = 0, p = 1, and p=2, there. are also oiily 
thrac contributory tarms for CQ: namaly, 
c&,0 -= 
l-k6 
P& xrctnn pz - 2 log (1 + p,“, 
. . -- 
.i 
-- 
: 
(5d) -.' 
_-- -- I 
_I 
_ 
cQ,l = +'- @ + ps4 " Pa6 1 
l-k6 1 2 12 -zT+p" 
srctan pa-z log (l+ p&s) 
..---- 
Pa6 
+30 .- -.. 
3L-S = -h 
l-k6 
- 5 + s - $ + : log(l + pa2) - pa + arctan& 
1 - I 
+ Pa7 + 6 Pa* 
42 112 
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Tho totnl torque cocfficiont is then to bo vritton a.s 
follows: 
cQ = A~ 'Q,o -!- "1 'Q.1 + A2 ‘Q,2 (5JJl 
As not only tho "4,~ terns but also the factors APg 
nccordi:lg to (24n) are linear functions of h, there will 
finclly nrisc r". quadratic equntion for h, 
Tho oquctior-s dotornining the factors Ap have boon 
statc'd in (24~). They-nay be treated now sonowhat norc 
oxp1icitI.y in such tl way as to show how tiL.za curves computed 
to give the inductfon of inflow angle ip by the corro- 
spending circulation torn r* arc to bo used 
COeffiCiOIItS of th0 cquationsp(24a) dctornining 
to find tho 
tho fcctors 
AP* 
Yritiag then equation (24~~) in tho form: 
ilo foe + Al fol e A, fo2 = h f. - $ GO 
(24b) 
the fsctors f and .g have the following significance: 
r 
Pa 
f n-g = dPP in ip 
t Pi 
r 
Pa 
dPP2 f,= - 
- pi 
l+p2 
in 
.Pa 
gn = 
i 
dPP in 
' pi 
which shows that 
(27) 
. 
fnp = fpn 
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NUMZBICAL RELATION BSTiVEEil TEZ FACTO3 h OF ID3AL 
ABGLE CHABGE FUNCTIOB i AND TED PRESCRIBED 
TORQUE (POWER) COEFFICIENT 
As ~1 first case hos been troatod the propeller of tip 
radius number pa =fi = 4.9. Fornula (5d) gives z 
'Q,O = (1 - k6)(141.0 + 125.9')\ + 230.46) .- -- 
'&J = (1 - kfj)(461.0 f 419.9h + 806.06) 
%,2 
= <i - k6)(1,612.0 ? 1,489.?)\ c 2,982.08) 
Supposing now that equations (24b) for Ao, A,, A2 have 
been solved in the forx: -- 
A0 = a,h -t- B,S --.-- -- 
A2 = a2h +,@,6 .-- 
and that.thc value of the torque (or power) coafficieat 
is prescribed by tho perfornnnce of the on&no azd the 
E?rplaao 
obtaincdi 
then the following qua.dratic oquution for h is -..-- - 
CQ = (l- k6) [(a,1 + ~oS)(141..0 + 125.91\ + 230.46) .- . ,.- z 
+ (a,h f i3$)(461.0 -t- 419.9h + 806.06) 
+ (a,A + f326)(1,61 2.0 -k 1,489.7h + 2,982.06)] 
or 
h2(126.9cco -I- 419.9ccl + 1,489.7a2) + h[(l%l.O'+ 230.46)mo 
+ (4Gl.O + 806.06& + (1,612.O + 2,982.06)a2 f 125.968, - 
+ 4-19.96p1 -t l&89.786,] + Bos(l41.0 -t- 230.46) .-..- I 
+ 6,S(461.0 +.806.06) + &6(1,612.0 +- 2,982.06) 
= C@l - k8) 
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. 
Putting for a practical example 6 = 0.02, .‘this aqua- 
tion takes the form , 
h2(125.9ao -I- 419.9a1+ 1,489.7~&+ h(145.6ao + 477.1~ 
+ 1,671.6a2 f 2.52So + 8.48, -I- 29.7913,) f So2.91 + 819.51 
+ @,33.43 - ‘Q =o 
1 - k6 
(26) 
NUMERICAL DETFRMIBATIOX OF,,TRE FACTORS Ap OF 
CIR.CULATIOR lYp 't AND A1TGLE CRAPTGE ip 
Case of pa = 4,.9 
In equation (24b). the factors fnPpal fnP,’ and 
gn*pa are definite intograls that must be determined from 
the angle-change curves i n*pcL which had been computed 
as the sums of the self-induction, the outsido and the in- 
side induction of the cfrculations r* 
nrPa 
at each point 
of tho radial abscissa p and which are shown in figures 
17 to 24. The intcgrands of the integrals f and g of 
formulas (27) have been computed and plotted as figures 25, 
26, and 27. From those curves, tho areas have been taken. 
Taking these values, tho oqu?tions that hnvo to dater- 
mino the factors AP are, for the radius number pa = 4.9, numoricclly given by 
A, 0.106.7 -I- A, 0.347 + A2 1.236 = 'A 0.3 
Pa 
- $ 0.2153 
A, 0.347 -I- A, 1.331 + A, 5.269 = .A- 0,859 - $ 0.696 
Pa 
A0 1.236 + Ai 5.269 c A2 22.~12 = h 2.977 - 2.457 
Pa 
$ 
. 
The solution, which had to be computed very exactly because 
it is rather scnsiti.ve to small changes in the coefficients, 
was found to be: . 
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A, = 9.4556 & - 1.72385 $ - 1 
(2%~) 
A, = 0.56259 h + 0.040708,; 
pa - 
so that: 
a0 = 1.930 
al = -0.8250 
$0 = -0.8619 
@1= -0i1177 ' 
% = 0.115 FJa = 0.020354 - 
The quadratic equation (26) dotomining tho factor A fron 
the 'torque coefficient Ce is then to be-written as fol- 
lows: 
ha 68.0 -I- h 76.6 - 2.95 - CQ. 0 
1 c k:s = 
(26a) 
To choose a ~aluc for the (dinonsionless) torqua (or power) 
coofficiont cQ appropriate for the tip rabiTus.ntim6cr 
(circmferential path per unit of advance) p-a = 4;9;-L CiC 
- 
has to rmcnbor that so high a value qorresponds to rather 
low powor, low speed, and high revolution values; for in- 
stance -.-_ 
P = 160 hp. = 160.75 kgrn/scc- -.- 
n = 1,190 r.p.n., w=s = 200 6ec.'-l 
h = 18,000 ft.., p = 1 p. 
2 
= -& kg-m-set _.. _._ -X - 
w = 123.5 m.p.h. = 55 r: /see 1 
d= 8i54 ft. 
CQ = 160 x 75 x 200" 
l/l6 x 555 
and, with k = 7.5 Ld. 6 = 0002, 
'Q = '=Q - = 18.0 
1 - II6 0.85 
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Equation (26n) bcco~ncs . 
A2 + h 0.113 - 0.300 = 0 
As only the positivo root has a physical nonnfng, one ob- 
tains 
h = '0.2225 
It rust be renenborod that this value of h is valid if 
the ideally best distribution of fnduccd angle chnngcs is 
obtained. If the best distribution is only approximately 
obtcfncd, tho value. of h nay chnngo sonowhnt fron the 
proceding value. 
The idoo.1 distribution of inflow an&lo change was 
stated to bc 
ifd = h P 
6 "- 
1+ps 2 
It must now be shotrn how closoly"'thc idozl induced angle 
change function iid 'hcs been approxinatod with only tho 
three terns corresponding to p 4 0, 1, and 2 by the noth- 
ad of the loast avorago nbsolute.error of equations (243), 
(24b), and (27). 
In the first column of table I arc given the conputod 
ideal induced angles and, in tho noxt column, tho*anglcs i 
induced by the circulation r* 
r* = A, PO + All?*,+ Aa r*; 
taken fron (23) and nultiplicd by the factors A,, A,, and 
A29 rcspoctivcly. 
The factors A,, Al? and A2 cm now bc conputcd 
cxplic'itly cbftcr the values of 'A tind' 6 arc given fron 
(28c). as follows: 
A, = 1.93 x 0.2225 - 0.0172 = 0.413 
A, = -0.825 x 0'.2225 - .0:0023 '= -0.1858 
A, = 0.115 x 0.2225 - 0.00041 = 0.0259 
. 
. 
. 
P/Pa 
0.1 
.15 
.2 
.a 
, Q 
.5 
.6 
.7 
. ;j 
.9 
1.0 
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-. 
A0 J-0 
-0.036 
. 01509 
. 1102 
.1818 
a2265 
. 249.0 
. 2423 
. 2135 
.154 
.053 
Table I 
111 % 
-- 
0.109 
.1042 
.0382 
-.082 
-.1974 
-.302 
-.379 
-.d18 
-.366 
-.141 
A2 i2 
-0.02412 
-.04605 
u.0427 
-.0184 
.p373 
,109 
. 184 
.2466 
.218 
. 118 
CAP iP 
. . 
0.07324 
. 1057 
.0814 
.0664 
.0560 
- 
.0473 - 
.04.21 
.036 
,031 
c +Jr*p . 
0.350 
- 
Y 
. 964 - 
1.970 -- .- 
1.85 
._. -.- 
1.67 
1.56 I- - 
1.41 
1.28 
Zi,xrc 28 shows the two curves of inflow cn~glc chnnse . 
plotted to the saz1e scnlc. The idcc?lcurvo for Llninun. 
cacrgy loss cgreas quit--e satisfactorily wit.3 the cmvc ob- 
tc.inci! frm tkc i.ntogrZtIOn ever -thYcm*t-"lr&c circulation -1 
(:r vortex distribctian) torr:s ?C'eo, J'*, , Xld TX2 down ..- 
to the third of tho radius; fnrthor inside toward the hub, 
the curve fouild fron the circulation power series, 'AZ- -- 
thou& it shows the s ,>iiO behnvior in rospoct to CL peak 
and the sudden docrozsc, needs sc)nc shi‘fting over to the 
ccntcr. This charl&c coulS, be effcctod by L-L fourth tern .- 
of tho powor serios in r* --__ but, ELS the hi:hermXorns shift 
the circulation GE& also the inflow orr~lc chzage norm to .-- tlio tip, it night bo xore sntisfactory to add the lower 
t em pwl which hnd been avoided boforo ---- ~ 
.- 
Ix1 = P(Pn - P) 
tllnt is, the sinplc parabola, This tern was not token in 
-- order to prcvellt singularity at the ccotcr but, as eta in- 
32 2T.A.C.A. Tochnical lToto ZTo. 750 
nor circle of the&b has to bo cut out anyhow, as hns been 
explcinod in an earlior section, this singularity would 
not appear and would have no effect. This result proves 
that, with very few terms of the power 'series for tho cir- 
culation, that is, for the thrust distribution, the ideal 
inflow deviation of'minimum 1066 of energy can bo approxi- 
matod very closely. . 
In tablo I and figure 27 arc given and plotted the 
ordinates for the resultant circulation. 
r* = Ao‘l?*o + A, r*L + As r% 
The curve shows Q peculiar sudden docroaso toward the root. 
To the idoal 4nflow angle change 
corresponds an (idoel) circulation function pid, whfch 
can bc a.Iq?roxlmatcd the moro closely tho more terms r* 
are used. St511 a sufficiontlg 01060 approximation vi1 Y 
always bo possible with a small numbor of appropriate sor- 
ios terms. * 
Tho othor curves carraspoadin 
the othor tip radii numbers pc = 
bo dotorninod in the same way.' 
. 
Armour Institute of Tccknolocy, 
Chicago, Ill., October 17, 1939. 
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